
R800-7070 Radial Tonebone Bassbone

Applications Using the Bassbone with 2 bases

Using the Bassbone with 1 bass

Cool factors

Controls two basses with one amplifier

Makes one bass sound like two basses

Replaces the bass amplifier for small gigs

Works like a direct box for the mixer

Works like a power booster & loop controller

Makes switching 2 basses easy & fast

Give you control over the bass signal path

Powerful EQ for wide tonal spectrum

Separate tuner out is always on

Effect loop keeps noisy pedals out of signal path

Eliminates need for bass amp at small gigs
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Bassbone’s bass guitar output sends
signal to your bass amplifier

Ground lift for the XLR pin-1 helps
eliminate noisy ground loops.

XLR balanced post effect DI box
output drives signal to mixer

Solid 14 gauge steel construction for
years of trouble free performance

Special 15VDC power supply for extra
headroom to handle bass signals

Effect loop TRS jack inserts pedals
into the signal chain when needed

Channel-2 has a powerful
3-band EQ that can
override the amp’s EQ

Boost footswitch assign
lets you select between
boost, effect or both.

Channel-1 countour gives
you choice of flat, and two
great pre-set EQ curves

Toggle foot switch selects
between channels 1 or 2.
Big easy to see LEDs

Power-boost level control
for +8dB of extra kick
when soloing.

Channel-1 level control
sets bass #1 or channel-1
output volume

Heavy duty custom made foot switch
for trouble-free performance.

Military grade PC board with unique
full surface ground-plane for low noise

Separate high gain tuner-friendly
output is EQ’d to make tuning easy.

Boost foot switch
activates boost circuit
and/or the effect loop. Big
LED !

Channel-2 level control
sets bass #2 or channel-2
output volume.

Large, easy to see bright LEDs give
you instant channel status.

Input-2 for your second bass. Signal is
controlled by channel-2

Input-1 for your main bass. When
using one bass, goes to both channels

Today, most bassists have two basses: one traditional Fender style passive
and a 5 or 6 string active. These have very different levels and sounds.

As part of the Radial Tonebone family, the Bassbone is a unique bass
guitar signal manager that allows the bassist to switch between two basses
without having to re-adjust the tone and volume of the amplifier. This is
accomplished with two channels and a powerful EQ that can override the bass
amp’s tone settings. The Bassbone can also be used with one bass, creating
the impression of two distinct instruments by simply switching the channels.

Also included is a power-booster with variable gain and an effect loop.
These can be used individually or together such as introducing a flanger with a
boost for soloing. A post-Bassbone balanced output sends the bass signal to
the mixer with all settings (level, EQ, effect loop). This eliminates the need to
carry a bass amplifier to small coffeehouse gigs. There is even a bass-friendly
tuner out!
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